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Paolozzi in America
by JOHN-PAUL STONARD

THE IMAGE OF AMERICA radiates in the early collages of
Eduardo Paolozzi, illuminating works such as those in the
famous Bunk series with a ‘kind of dynamism that the English
could never capture’, as Paolozzi later put it – implicitly invoking
his own exotic origins as an Italian immigrant brought up in
Edinburgh.1 Paolozzi’s engagement with an imaginary world of
American culture, and his status as the prophet of Pop art, is well
known. Less appreciated is his actual encounter with America at
the end of the 1950s, and his success, primarily on the East
Coast, as an exponent of Brutalist sculpture, European-style. His
work figured in a number of important American museum
exhibitions and entered their collections, laying the ground for
what might have been a highly successful transatlantic career.
Yet, in contrast to Henry Moore, who was receiving his first
large North American commissions in the mid-1960s, Paolozzi’s
enthusiasm underwent a dramatic reversal during that decade.
He taught at Berkeley for a short period in spring 1968, but
found a different America from the one portrayed in the pages
of Life magazine: ‘my vision was coloured by a kind of America
which was more like Updike rather than [. . .] Billy Wilder [. . .]
it was more brutally realistic’.2 His disillusion emerged more
fully in the 1971 Tate Gallery retrospective of his work, in
which he took a highly critical position on the Vietnam War.3
This is unsurprising, and accurately reflects changing attitudes
towards America during the period; yet it has meant that the
earlier, more optimistic moment of cultural exchange has been
obscured in accounts of Paolozzi’s career.4 In addition, many of
his important early sculptures, made before the dramatic change
from cast bronze to welded aluminium in 1962, remain in the
storage rooms of American museums. This article describes
some of the events surrounding Paolozzi’s ‘bigger splash’ on
the East Coast, in particular his relationship with the American
dealer Betty Parsons.
Day books recording sales from the Hanover Gallery, London,
show that a number of Paolozzi’s works were sold to North
American collectors following two exhibitions at the Gallery in
1956 and 1958.5 Most of these were relatively small works, the
largest being Figure at just over sixty cm. high (sold to Robert
Scull in June 1959). Since his first works made as a student at the
Slade School of Fine Art just after the War, Paolozzi had been
searching for both a style and technique that gave a sense of
strong physical presence, and at the beginning of the 1950s began

experimenting with methods for making life-size and over lifesize cast metal sculptures. Such works could provide a sense of
real physical encounter, comparable with Giacometti’s standing
figures in the post-War period, and could also equal the ambition
of the mural-sized painting of the day. Paolozzi’s discovery in
1956 of a way of constructing figures for casting with sheets of
wax provided the key.

For their help in the preparation of this article I would like to thank Evelyn
Hankins, Carmen del Valle Hermo, Jennifer Schauer, Aimee Soubier, Eugenie Tsai,
Peter Selz and Robin Spencer.
1 London, British Library Archival Sound Recording: Paolozzi, Eduardo. National
Life Story Collection: Artists’ Lives (hereafter cited as NLSC).
2 Ibid.; Paolozzi had been invited to teach at Berkeley by Peter Selz, but remained
only for a short period from February to April 1968.
3 ‘I mean the cover of the catalogue was a boot, an American soldier’s boot, and
there was a group of bombs which had something to do with napalm, and I thought
that that was the last of the great ready-mades, somehow, was a group of bombs [sic].
But it was very unpopular . . .’; ibid.
4 See, for example, D. Kirkpatrick: Eduardo Paolozzi, London 1970; and W.

Konnertz: Eduardo Paolozzi, Cologne 1984.
5 These were Man afraid to the Galerie Chalette, New York; Frog eating lizard and
Large head I to Mrs Ayola Zacks, Toronto; Figure and Man and motor car to the
Martha Jackson Gallery, New York (all in 1956); Man and motor car to Stanley M.
Freehling, Highland Park IL; Man afraid and Maquette for St Sebastian to Berta
Schemer Gallery, New York; Man and motor car to ‘Mr. Liebermann at Museum
of Modern Art, New York’; Little woman to Mrs Pritzker, Chicago (all in 1957);
Little man and Bird to Jack N. Pritzker, Chicago (1958); and Angry man to Mrs Saul
Sherman, Winnetka; Chinese dog II to Peggy Guggenheim, New York; Frog eating
lizard to Martha Jackson Gallery, New York; Figure to Robert Scull, New York (all
in 1959); see London, Tate Gallery Archive, Records of the Hanover Gallery
(hereafter cited as TGA).

38. St Sebastian no.2, by Eduardo Paolozzi. 1957. Bronze, 215.3 cm. high.
(Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York; photograph copyright Nathan
Rosenberg; courtesy of the Conway Library, Courtauld Institute, London).
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